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The 47 European national libraries hold a remarkable array of European cultural resources,
from books and manuscripts to audiovisual materials and constantly developing digital
collections. Identifying and searching the holdings of all these libraries, even in an online
age, represents quite a task – and this is where The European Library website comes
in. From this free portal site, visitors worldwide can find out more about the resources of
all these libraries, and can search simultaneously through an increasingly large number
of collection records from one single access point: the home page of The European
Library website.
The European Library was initiated with European Union funding and went live as an
online service in March 2005. Since then, new projects have continued to enhance the
services it offers. The National Library of Ireland is participating in the EDLproject ,
which will give the NLI, together with another eight national libraries, Full Participant
status within The European Library. This means that the NLI’s entire online catalogue
and digital images will be fully searchable from The European Library site, making our
collections easily accessible to an ever-increasing virtual audience, from schoolchildren
to researchers and family historians. The site also provides information for visitors
about the participating libraries and features a digital exhibition of treasures such as the
NLI’s early manuscript Topographia Hiberniae by Giraldus Cambrensis, with additional
enhancements and functionality planned over the next few months.
The European Library currently gives access to 150 million catalogue entries across
Europe, and the EDLproject will bring a further 60-100 new collections into its network.
By the beginning of 2008, all the digital collections of the European Union national
libraries will be referenced in The European Library, helping it to fulfil its mission of
“open[ing] up the universe of knowledge, information and cultures of all Europe’s
national libraries”.
To explore the riches of The European Library for yourself, go to the website at
www.theeuropeanlibrary.org

This watercolour from an album of sketches by Jeanie Conan of her trip
from Dublin to Italy, Gibraltar and Greece between 1888 and 1898, forms
part of the National Library of Ireland’s Prints and Drawings collection.

National Library Events
Library Late

Musical Reflections

The featured writers for the September, October and November ‘Library
Late’ public interviews were Jennifer Johnston, Carlo Gebler and Nuala
Ní Dhomhnaill. They were interviewed by RTÉ presenter and producer
Kay Sheehy and by RTÉ presenter, Páraic Breathnach.

September saw the launch of ‘Musical Reflections’, a unique series of
five concerts devised and researched on behalf of the Library by the
celebrated pianist Dr Una Hunt.
The series focused on music by historic Irish composers which
remained hidden for almost a century and has therefore rarely been
performed.
The concerts provided an opportunity for members of the public to
find out more about the lives of some internationally acclaimed, as
well as some little-known late-18 th century and early 19th - century Irish
musical personalities. They also explored Ireland’s musical heritage
– and the Library’s relatively unknown music collections – in a uniquely
informative and entertaining way.

Jennifer Johnston photographed here with Kay Sheehy at the September event.

Aongus Ó hAonghusa, Director, National Library of Ireland, tenor Karl Scully, Aineis Brock; violinist Ken Rice;
Dr Una Hunt, and Paul Brock who presented the evening’s programme.

Carlo Gebler answering questions from the audience at the October event.

Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill is photographed here being interviewed by Páraic Breathnach at the November event.

Dr Una Hunt is photographed here with Karl Scully at the first concert performance held on the evening of
12 September.

In Search of Ireland, 1913
On 14 November, His Excellency Monsieur Yvon Roe D’Albert,
Ambassador of the Republic of France to Ireland launched In search of
Ireland, 1913, an exhibition of the first ever colour photographs taken in
Ireland. The 54 images featured in the exhibition have been loaned to
the National Photographic Archive by the Musée Albert Kahn in Paris.
They were taken in 1913 by two Frenchwomen, Marguerite Mespoulet
and Madeleine Mignon-Alban, who arrived in Ireland to take part in a
world-wide project entitled ‘the Archives of the Planet’. (Pages five, six
and seven of this edition of NLI News carry an article on this topic).
The Ambassador is photographed here with Aongus Ó hAonghusa, Director, National Library of Ireland and
Madame Roe D’Albert.

Studentships programme delivers wide-ranging
benefits for all
In the late 1990s the Library introduced the Studentships
programme whereby three university graduates would be offered
twelve months’ work experience in the Library each year.
The first of these three posts, the Library Studentship, is aimed
at honours graduate students who intend to apply for the Higher
Diploma or Masters in Library and Information Studies at University
College Dublin, or at another university. The Archival Studentship
is aimed at graduates who intend to apply for a post-graduate
qualification in Archival Studies. The third post, the Irish History
Research Studentship, is offered to advanced graduate students or
post-doctoral students of Irish history, and is awarded in association
with the National Committee for History.
All three posts operate on a twelve-month basis – from early
September to the end of August of the following year.
The Library receives a large number of applications from highly
qualified graduates, following the publication of advertisements for
the competition which appear in the national newspapers in April of
each year. The high level of interest is largely due to the Library’s
reputation for offering graduates an opportunity to gain experience
of a very high quality
Two of the Studentships – the Archives and the Irish History
Studentships – are based in the Library’s Department of Manuscripts.
The Library Student is assigned to the Department of Printed and
Visual Collections. Library staff in these departments have devised
a successful mentoring programme, ensuring each year that the
students gain significant experience of working in a busy research
institution. These staff members assign specific work projects to the
students and supervise their ongoing training.
For example, Library Studentship holders get involved in as
wide a spectrum of activities as possible throughout the year.
They alternate their time between the Library’s Book Acquisitions
section and its Periodicals and Newspapers section, where they
learn to appreciate the scale and complexity of operations in a legal
deposit library and the consequent implications for provision of
access to the collections. Tasks undertaken by the students on an
ongoing basis include sorting and listing donations of newspapers,
periodicals and printed books; checking catalogues of antiquarian
books offered for sale, and preparing materials for cataloguing.
Where possible, day-to-day assignments are combined with other
more substantial research tasks. For example, previous holders of
the Library Studentship have worked on projects such as checking
and listing the contents of William Butler Yeats’ personal library;
carrying out research for a publication to mark the Library’s 125th
anniversary; and contributing to the Library’s English Short Title
Catalogue (ESTC) Microfilming Project.
The Archival Student works more or less exclusively in the Department
of Manuscripts, with short assignments to the Department of Prints
and Drawings and the National Photographic Archive. In each of
these assignments, the Student has an opportunity to gain direct
experience of working with different kinds of archival material
and to arrive at an understanding of the challenges faced by
curators of these collections as they address a variety of collection
management issues.
Holders of the Irish History Research Studentship are charged
with cataloguing a single major historical collection. The current
holder of the Studentship, Sonja Tiernan, is primarily involved in
cataloguing the Gormanston Papers. These papers relate to the
Preston family, Viscounts Gormanston, an important Anglo-Norman
family. Because of the family’s importance as leaders of the Catholic
interest, the collection includes a large amount of correspondence
relating to Catholic Emancipation.

The 2007/2008 Studentships holders are from left Johanna Archbold, Library Studentship; Sonja
Tiernan, Irish History Research Studentship; Harriet Wheelock, Archival Studentship.

The holder of the 2005/2006 post, Dr Brian Kirby, was involved
in cataloguing one of the Library’s most important and extensive
collections of political papers, those of Irish Party leader John
Redmond. Other major collections on which past holders of
the History Studentship have worked include the Piaras Beaslaí
papers, the Sheehy-Skeffington papers, the Eamon Ceannt papers,
the Farnham papers and the Monteagle papers. The latter contains
much original political material relating to Thomas Spring Rice,
1st Baron Monteagle who served in the Whig governments of
the 1830s.
While the management and mentoring aspects of the Studentships
programme require considerable input on the part of permanent
staff members in both the Department of Manuscripts and the
Department of Printed and Visual Collections, the Library’s
involvement in the programme is universally welcomed by all.
The extent of this welcome is probably best summed up by Gerry
Lyne, Keeper of Manuscripts, who notes:
‘Since its inception, the programme has attracted extremely
bright and motivated people who are well capable of taking the
initiative on major projects. The programme delivers a wide number
of benefits to the Library. Not only does it provide us with an extra
pair of hands when our permanent staff are overstretched, or when
we need assistance with the execution of hugely valuable work
on important collections, but it also serves to provide us with an
opportunity to win the goodwill and acquaintance of future movers
and shakers in the academic world.’
‘To date some 24 students have benefited from the
programme and they have gone on to pursue career in libraries,
archives and academic departments in universities and elsewhere.
The programme has been a great success for all’, he adds.
Previous Studentship holders have merited the confidence placed
in them. Today, they work in a variety of interesting and challenging
posts in various libraries, archives and universities throughout
Ireland. For example, Andrew Clinch works in the Architecture
Library of University College Dublin; Mary Broderick works in the
Centre for Data Digitisation and Analysis at Queen’s University
Belfast; Christoph Schmidt-Supprian works in the Library of Trinity
College, Dublin; Katherine McSharry has returned to the National
Library of Ireland; Victoria Perry is an archivist with Hatfield
House in England; Bernadette Walsh is the Archivist with Derry
City Museum and Heritage Services; Dr Marie Coleman lectures
in History at Queen’s University Belfast, and Dr Diarmuid Whelan
lectures in History at University College Cork.

annotations, not all complimentary. Her Gate Theatre friendships
are reflected in letters from Hilton Edwards, Mícheál Mac Liammóir,
Christine Longford and James Mason. The collection also includes
correspondence from a remarkable range of writers and artists,
including Denis Devlin, Ethel Mannin, Val Mulkerns, Edna O’Brien,
Sean O’Faolain, Art O’Murnaghan, Patrick Pye and Mervyn Wall.
Evidence of her American friendships include letters from Burgess
Meredith (whom she met when he was an apprentice with the Civic
Repertory Company in New York) and his wife the actress Paulette
Goddard, the director George Roy Hill, Anita Loos (screenwriter and
author of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes), and the actress Lillian Gish.

Her books indicate not only her wide literary interests, but also
bear witness to her many acquaintances. Among the Irish books
are presentation copies from Denis Devlin, Joseph Tomelty, and
Edna O’Brien, (a copy of The Country Girls, with inscription ‘For
Ria Mooney with deep affection’). Denis Johnston’s The Moon in
the Yellow River and The Old Lady Says ‘No!’ has an inscription
from the author; ‘Dear Ria, You played the Old Lady beautifully.
Thanks sincerely, yours Denis’.
Inscriptions from Flann O’Brien’s The Hard Life and from Sean O’Casey’s
Drums under the Window, from the Ria Mooney collection.

Ria Mooney (19

61)

Also in the collection is a letter from WB Yeats to FR Higgins, and
The Story of the Birth of Christ, a remarkable original artwork in
book form by Patrick Pye.

Papers and books of Abbey
Theatre Artistic Director
Ria Mooney acquired
The Library has recently received an exceptionally generous donation
of material relating to Ria Mooney, actress and producer. We would
like to thank Ria Mooney’s niece Margaret, and Tony Cauldwell,
Margaret’s husband, for presenting this material to the Library.
The collection consists of a large body of correspondence, some
photographs, and approximately two hundred and twenty books
from her library. Together, they form a unique archive of primary
source material for research on her life and work, and the important
role which she played in Irish cultural life.

Drums under the Windows, ‘Inscribed to Ria Mooney by Sean
O’Casey with all good wishes’, complements the Library’s holdings
of O’Casey material. Notably, there is a copy of Flann O’Brien’s
The Hard Life, inscribed ‘To Ria Mooney with the regards of the
author – Brian O’Nolan 14-11-61’. Books signed by Brian O’Nolan are
rare and we are very glad to add this to our collections, particularly
as the Library has no other book signed by him.

Ria Mooney (1903-1973) had a distinguished theatrical career. She
joined the Abbey Theatre in 1924, and played Rosie Redmond in
the first production of Sean O’Casey’s The Plough and the Stars
in 1926. She toured America with the Irish Players in 1927/28, and
with the Abbey in 1932/33 and 1937. She also acted and directed
with Eva La Gallienne’s Civic Repertory Company in New York from
1928 to 1930. After a brief period with the Gate Theatre Company,
she returned to the Abbey in 1935. She founded the Gaiety School
of Acting in 1944, and in 1948 became Producer at the Abbey
Theatre, the first woman to be appointed to this position, which she
held until 1963. She died in 1973, without receiving the full credit she
deserved for a lifetime devoted to the Irish theatre.

Books presented to Ria Mooney by distinguished American writers
include Swift by Carl Van Doren, with the author’s inscription
‘For Ria Mooney the mild wild Irish girl’, and A Chilmark Miscellany
by Van Wyck Brooks.

The manuscript material is of considerable interest. The
correspondence is both personal and professional, the two
elements often overlapping, as it is evident that she had a
great gift for friendship. There is a significant amount of material
relating to her theatrical career. As well as some internal Abbey
Theatre documents, there is correspondence with Ernest Blythe,
Paul Vincent Carroll, Brian Friel, Hugh Hunt, MJ Molloy, Lennox
Robinson, George Shiels and Francis Stuart. There is also a copy
of Ernest Blythe’s pamphlet The Abbey Theatre (1962), with her

Ria Mooney’s autobiography (edited by Val Mulkerns) was published
in George Spelvin’s Theatre Book, v.1, nos.2-3 (1978), and her
theatrical career is comprehensively described in James P McGlone’s
book Ria Mooney: the life and times of the artistic director of the
Abbey Theatre, 1943-1963 (2002). Nonetheless, this exceptionally
interesting collection, when catalogued, will make new material
available to researchers, and add substantially to our understanding
of a significant and underrated figure in twentieth-century
Irish theatre.

There are several books given to her by FR Higgins including his
own Arable Holdings, inscribed: ‘To Ria, in a Californian twilight,
as a memory of our American tour’, evocative of a close friendship
cut short by his untimely death.

Bailiúchán Ria Mooney
Bronnadh ábhar ar an Leabharlann ar na mallaibh a bhaineann le
Ria Mooney, aisteoir agus stiúrthóir amharclainne. Bronntanas fial
flaithiúil é seo agus ba mhaith linn buíochas ó chroí a ghabháil le
neacht Ria Mooney, Margaret, agus le Tony Cauldwell, fear céile
Rita, as an ábhar eisceachtúil seo a thabhairt dúinn. Tá cnuasach
comhfhreagrais, grianghraif agus thart ar 220 leabhara ó leabharlann
Ria sa bhailiúchán seo. Airchív ar leith de bhunábhar atá ann agus
beidh suim mhór ann ag an té atá ag iarraidh taighde a dhéanamh
ar a saol, ar a saothar agus ar an ról tábhachtach a bhí aici i gcúrsaí
cultúrtha na hÉireann.
Tharraing Ria Mooney (1903-1973) clú uirthi i gcúrsaí
amharclannaíochta. Chuaigh sí isteach in Amharclann na
Mainistreach i 1924. Ghlac sí páirt Rosie Redmond sa chéad léiriú
de The Plough and the Stars le Seán O’Casey i 1926. Chuaigh sí ar
camchuairt ar Mheiriceá in éineacht leis na Irish Players i 1927/28,
agus le hAmharclann na Mainistreach arís i 1932/33 agus i 1937.
Chaith sí seal idir 1928 agus 1930 i mbun aisteoireachta agus
stiúrthóireachta i gcompántas Eva La Gallienne i Nua Eabhrac,
an Civic Repertory Company. Chuir sí tréimhse ghearr isteach i
gCompántas Amharclainne an Gate agus d’fhill sí ar Amharclann
na Mainistreach i 1935. Ba í a bhunaigh Scoil Aisteoireachta an
Gaiety i 1944, agus i 1948 ceapadh ina Léiritheoir í in Amharclann na
Mainistreach. Ba í an chéad bhean í a ceapadh sa phost seo agus
d’fhan sí ann go dtí 1963. Cailleadh Rita i 1973 gan an t-aitheantas
cóir a bhí tuillte aici as siocair a dúthrachta agus a díograise i leith
cúrsaí amharclannaíochta in Éirinn.
Ábhar an-suimiúil atá sna lámhscríbhinní seo. Tá comhfhreagras
pearsanta agus proifisiúnta araon ann. Is léir go raibh an dá ghné sin
dá saol fite fuaite ina chéile agus gur bhua ar leith aici é cairdeas a
chothú le daoine eile. Tá méid suntasach ábhair ann a bhaineann lena
saol amharclannaíochta. Chomh maith le cáipéisí inmheánacha de
chuid Amharclann na Mainistreach, tá comhfhreagras ann le hEarnán
de Blaghad, Paul Vincent Carroll, Brian Friel, Hugh Hunt, MJ Molloy,
Lennox Robinson, George Shiels agus Francis Stuart. Tá cóip ann
freisin de phaimpléad Earnáin de Blaghad, The Abbey Theatre (1962),
agus na nótaí a bhreac sí féin síos le feiceáil air agus ní moltach ar
fad atá siad. Léirítear an cairdeas a bhí aici le muintir Amharclann an
Gate i litreacha ó Hilton Edwards, Mícheál Mac Liammóir, Christine
Longford agus James Mason. Tá comhfhreagras sa bhailiúchán seo
freisin ó réimse suntasach scríbhneoirí agus ealaíontóirí, ina measc
Denis Devlin, Ethel Mannin, Val Mulkerns, Edna O’Brien, Seán Ó
Faoláin, Art O’Murnaghan, Patrick Pye agus Mervyn Wall.
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Ar an bhfianaise atá ann don chairdeas a bhí aici le Meiriceánaigh,
tá litreacha ó Burgess Meredith (a casadh uirthi nuair a bhí sé ina
phrintíseach sa Civic Repertory Company i Nua Eabhrac) agus óna
bhean chéile, an t-aisteoir Paulette Goddard, ón stiúrthóir, George
Roy Hill, ó Anita Loos (scríbhneoir scannán agus údar Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes), agus ón aisteoir Lillian Gish.
Tá litir a scríobh WB Yeats go FR Higgins sa bhailiúchán, mar aon le
The Story of the Birth of Christ, píosa suntasach ealaíne le Patrick
Pye i bhfoirm leabhair.
Is léiriú iad leabhair Ria Mooney ní amháin ar an tsuim a chuir sí
sa litríocht, ach ar am réimse leathan daoine a bhí ar a haithne.
I measc na leabhar Éireannach tá cóipeanna bronntanas sínithe go
speisialta ag Denis Devlin, Joseph Tomelty agus Edna O’Brien, (cóip
de The Country Girls, ar a bhfuil scríofa: ‘For Ria Mooney with deep
affection’). Tá cóip de leabhar le Denis Johnston ann, The Moon in
the Yellow River agus The Old Lady says ‘No!’ agus nóta ar leith
ann ón údar: ‘Dear Ria, You played the Old Lady beautifully. Thanks
sincerely, yours Denis’.
An chóip de Drums under the Windows, ‘Inscribed to Ria Mooney
by Sean O’Casey with all good wishes’, cuireann sé lena bhfuil ag an
Leabharlann d’ábhar O’Casey. Is suntasach an rud é go bhfuil cóip
ann de The Hard Life le Flann O’Brien, ar a bhfuil scríofa: ‘To Ria
Mooney with the regards of the author – Brian O’Nolan 14-11-61’. Is
beag leabhar atá ann atá sínithe ag Brian O’Nolan agus táimid thar a
bheith sásta an ceann seo a chur lenár mbailiúcháin go háirithe mar
níl aon leabhar eile ag an Leabharlann atá sínithe aige.

Drums
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Tá roinnt leabhar ann a thug FR Higgins di, ina measc Arable
Holdings le Higgins féin ar ar scríobh sé ‘To Ria, in a Californian
twilight, as a memory of our American tour”. Tá macalla le mothú
anseo de dhlúthchairdeas ar cuireadh deireadh leis róluath mar
gheall ar bhás Higgins ar aois mheasartha óg.
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I measc na leabhar a bhronn scríbhneoirí móra Meiriceánacha ar Ria
Mooney, tá Swift le Carl Van Doren a scríobh air: ‘For Ria Mooney
the mild wild Irish girl’, agus A Chilmark Miscellany le Van Wyck
Brooks.
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Foilsíodh dírbheathaisnéis Ria Mooney (eagarthóir, Val Mulkerns)
i George Spelvin’s Theatre Book, imleabhar 1, uimhir 2-3 (1978),
agus tá cur síos cuimsitheach ar a saol amharclannaíochta i
leabhar James P. McGlone Ria Mooney: the life and times of the
artistic director of the Abbey Theatre, 1948-1963 (2002). Mar
sin féin, nuair a dhéanfar an bailiúchán fíorshuimiúil áirithe seo a
chatalógú, beidh ábhar nua ar fáil do thaighdeoirí, agus cuirfidh sé
go mór leis an tuiscint atá againn ar dhuine tábhachtach i gcúrsaí
amharclannaíochta na hÉireann san fhichiú haois, duine arbh fhiú go
mór níos mó tráchtaireachta a dhéanamh uirthi.

In search of Ireland, 1913

The Irish mine and its miner, 29 May 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 653.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Old Irish cross, Clonmacnoise, 2 June 1913.
Autochrome 12 x 9 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives
of the Planet, inv. A 3 669.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Interior views of Ross Abbey, 29 May 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives
of the Planet, inv. A 3 655.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

1913 was marked by a number of signal events: the country was on the
brink of Home Rule; labour unrest resulted in the Dublin Lockout; the Irish
Citizen Army and the Irish Volunteers were both formed that year.
In May 1913, two French graduates, Marguerite Mespoulet and Madeleine
Mignon-Alba, arrived in Ireland to take part in a world-wide project entitled
‘the Archives of the Planet’. The project was the brainchild of the French
banker and philanthropist Albert Kahn whose ambition was to compile
a “kind of photographic inventory of the surface of the earth as it was
occupied and organised by Man at the beginning of the 20th century.”
An avowed pacifist, Kahn believed that he could employ this
photographic collection to nurture greater understanding among people
across the world.
Between 1909 and 1931 Kahn spent a vast fortune hiring and dispatching
photographers to more than 50 countries on every continent; their mission
was to record the elements of a disappearing world in places where Kahn
believed huge political and social changes were either already underway
or were about to happen. Between 1909 and 1931 Kahn’s photographers
compiled some 72,000 colour photographs and 100 hours of film footage
in locations ranging from China, Vietnam, India, Iran and Iraq to the Baltic
States, Turkey and Ireland.
The method of colour photography used by Kahn’s photographers, the
autochrome process, was pioneered by two French brothers Auguste and
Louis Lumière who, by 1907, had developed the process to commercial
level. Autochrome involved the use of a filter made from minute grains of
potato starch dyed in primary colours, which were scattered on the surface
of photographic plates and then covered with a gelatine-bromide emulsion.
This system of starch filters on glass plates – the world’s first user-friendly
photographic technology capable of taking true colour pictures – produced
images of dazzling beauty. Kahn took advantage of the new technology
for his Archives of the Planet project. His legacy, a vast collection now
housed in the Musée Albert-Kahn in Paris, contains records of everything
from religious rituals and cultural practices to momentous political events
around the world.

The former traditional dress of the Claddagh, 25-26 May 1913.
Autochrome 12 x 9 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 641.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Marguerite Mespoulet and Madeleine Mignon-Alba were not trained
photographers; they had simply met Kahn at one of his ‘Around the World’
events in Paris. Mespoulet had qualified as a teacher, having been awarded
first place in France in advanced English studies in 1905. Mignon-Alba
had been awarded a Kahn fellowship in 1911, and had travelled to Europe,
North America, and Egypt. However, what the two women may have lacked
in terms of technical training they more than made up for with their other
qualities – sensitivity and a keen understanding that they were witnessing
a period of major social change and profound political upheaval in Ireland.
The images they produced represent one of the most important collections
of early colour photographs ever taken in Ireland.
Mespoulet and Mignon-Alba began their travels in the West of Ireland,
concentrating on Galway city and Connemara and later moving east
to counties Westmeath, Meath, Wicklow and Louth. The result of their
two-month stay in Ireland is a collection of images which include a large
number of photographs of Galway city and the Claddagh area as well as
photographs taken on their journey from the Claddagh and Connemara to
Athlone, Glendalough and Slane.
The Claddagh photographs are characterised by studies of the area’s
houses alongside portraits of the people living there; close-up shots of
local people wearing traditional dress are juxtaposed with shots of various
economic activities in the area such as the cattle fair and fish selling, and
craft activities including making fringes for shawls.
The photographs taken in Co Louth and Co Meath feature images of
monastic and heritage sites at Monasterboice and Newgrange, while the
photographs taken near Slane feature images of the small currachs used
by salmon fishermen on the river Boyne.
These images represent the first ever colour photographs taken in Ireland.
They recently went on display at the National Photographic Archive (NPA)
in an exhibition entitled In search of Ireland, 1913. The exhibition, which
travels to Ireland courtesy of the Musée Albert Kahn in Paris, continues
until 21 January 2008.

Below Left: Two curraghs, Slane, June 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 708.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Two old fishermen and a young boy, Spiddal, South Coast of Connemara, 31 May 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 667.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Middle Left: A corner of the Claddagh, 25 May 1913. Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet,
Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 636.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

A house in the flowering bog, 29 May 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 652.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Above: Headford area, The ruins of the famous Ross Abbey, 29 May 1913.
Autochrome 9 x 12 cm, Marguerite Mespoulet, Collection of the Archives of the Planet, inv. A 3 654.
© Albert Kahn Museum - Département of Hauts-de-Seine.

Legal Deposit
Legal deposit is a statutory obligation under which publishers producing
documentation – for example books and periodicals – in multiple copies
are obliged to deposit a copy or copies with a specified library or
libraries. In the Republic of Ireland, statutory provision for legal deposit
is made in the Copyright and Related Rights Act (No 28 of 2000).
Under the terms of this Act, publishers in the Republic of Ireland have a
legal obligation to send one copy, without charge, of each of their titles
to the National Library of Ireland (and other named libraries), within
one month of publication. All books received through legal deposit are
acknowledged with a written receipt.
The full text of the Act is available at www.acts.ie

Legal Deposit in the National
Library of Ireland
The National Library of Ireland aims to acquire a copy of every Irish
publication, including books, periodicals, newspapers and official
publications. It exercises its legal deposit right in order to ensure the
preservation of, and access to, the country’s printed heritage.
Items such as parish and school histories, books about sports clubs
and other local organisations and societies are very important to
the collection. Frequently, items of this nature are produced in small
quantities, may not be generally available in bookshops or reviewed
in national newspapers, and go out of print very quickly. In order to
record the output of Irish publishers and to collect comprehensively, the
exchange of information between libraries is crucial. At present, several
legal deposit libraries in Ireland regularly exchange lists of materials
acquired under legal deposit legislation.

The Library’s lists are circulated by e-mail to the other legal deposit
libraries. They are also sent to all of the county libraries, who provide
information regarding new local publications not included therein. The
Library can then claim these from the publishers. The list is also sent
to many booksellers, and also appears on the Library’s website. New
lists are added to the website on a quarterly basis, providing a valuable
service to libraries and the book trade, and giving free publicity to the
publishers who comply with their legal deposit requirements.
Effective operation of legal deposit should also guarantee to citizens
and researchers, within the country and abroad, access to a research
collection of the country’s published material. It is the Library’s
stated aim to preserve and make accessible such material for future
generations.

The Role of Publishers
It is in the interest of publishers that they send their books to the Library.
Apart from the legal obligation to do so, it is a means of ensuring
that their output is recorded and preserved for posterity, and that the
Library’s collection of Irish published books reflects, as comprehensively
as possible, the printed documentation of this country’s life in all its
various spheres of activity.
As the Library is a research facility, all materials may be viewed in the
Reading Room only. Details of the Library’s legal deposit holdings are
listed in the Library’s catalogue which may be found on the Library’s
website: www.nli.ie

The Society’s Autumn/Winter programme began on 3 October
with a lecture entitled Richard Murphy: poet in good form given by
Dr Maurice Harmon, Emeritus Professor of Anglo-Irish Literature
and Drama, University College Dublin. It was followed on
17 October by a lecture entitled Advertising Irish Sweepstakes
given by Dr Marie Coleman, lecturer in history at Queen’s
University Belfast.
On 14 November, Dr Declan Downey, lecturer in history at
University College Dublin, gave a lecture entitled ‘”Within the
strategic elites”: Irish nobility integration in Brussels, Madrid and
Vienna, c. 1600–1800’.
The Society’s special Christmas event, which takes place on
12 December, will include a visit to Library’s new exhibition
Strangers to Citizens: the Irish in Europe 1600–1800, which tells
the story of Irish emigration over two hundred years, and will
include special displays of genealogical manuscripts relating to
the Wild Geese from the collections of the Genealogical Office.
The third annual John J O’Meara Memorial Lecture takes place
on 6 February 2008 and will be given by Dr Eamon Duffy who
is Professor of the History of Christianity, Magdalene College
Cambridge and is also President of Magdalene College.
Details of upcoming Society events can be found on the Library
website www.nli.ie.

antiquities and history of this and other countries’. The Society’s
2,500 Fellows include many distinguished archaeologists and art
and architectural historians holding positions of responsibility
across the cultural heritage. The Fellowship is international in
its reach, and its interests are inclusive of all aspects of the
material past.
Mr Gillespie is a graduate of University College Dublin, from
which he holds an MA in Celtic Studies; he has also taught
both Old Irish and Modern Irish at University College Dublin. He
is a vice-president of the Society of Genealogists in England.
In 2005 he was invited to become a vice-president of the
Heraldry Society of the UK.
The duties of the Office of Chief Herald of Ireland are
researching, granting and confirming Coats of Arms.

Forthcoming exhibition at the National
Photographic Archive
‘Beyond the Pale’ is the title of an exhibition which opens at
the National Photographic Archive Temple Bar in February and
continues until June 2008.
It will feature images of provincial life in Ireland between the
1850s and the 1980s, including this photograph of Patrick
Street, Cork which was taken circa 1905 by a Lawrence
Studio photographer.

Lectures and other events begin at 7pm and take place in the
Library’s Seminar Room.

Membership Rates
Ordinary Membership
OAP Membership
Student Membership
Corporate Membership
(by invitation only)

€25 p.a.
€15 p.a.
€10 p.a.
€1,000 p.a.

Members of the Society are entitled to a 10% discount in the
Joly Café and in the Library shop.

Calendar of events

Contacting us

Lifelong learning: ‘W.B. Yeats at the National Library’
course to begin in January 2008

For further information on the NLI Society, please contact:
The Secretary, NLI Society, National Library of Ireland,
Kildare Street, Dublin 2. Email: nlisociety@nli.ie

Address for correspondence:
Ciara Kerrigan, Hon Secretary, National Library of Ireland
Society, Kildare Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: 01-603 0302. Email: ckerrigan@nli.ie

Librarians, poets
and scholars: a
Festschrift for Dónall
Ó Luanaigh
On 8 November, James
McGuire, Senior Lecturer,
School of History and
Dónal Ó Luanaigh is photographed here with
Archives, University College
Felix Larkin (left) and James McGuire (right).
Dublin and Managing Editor
of the Dictionary of Irish Biography, launched Librarians, poets
and scholars: a Festschrift for Dónall Ó Luanaigh, a book
of essays and poems which honours the National Library’s
former Keeper of Collections who retired last year after 43 years’
service.
The book is published by Four Courts Press in association with
the National Library of Ireland Society. It was edited by Felix M
Larkin, Vice-Chairman of the Society.
Speaking at the launch, Felix Larkin said that the Festschrift
was a fitting tribute to Dónal Ó Luanaigh, who had made an
enormous contribution to the National Library and, through his
work in the Library, had earned the respect and gratitude of the
literary and academic community in Ireland. “The Festschrift is
an expression of that respect and gratitude” Mr Larkin noted.

Fergus Gillespie, Chief Herald of Ireland elected
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of London
Fergus Gillespie, Chief Herald of Ireland and
Keeper in the Library’s Genealogical Office,
has recently been elected as a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries of London.
The Society of Antiquaries of London is
charged by its Royal Charter of 1751 with
‘the encouragement, advancement and
furtherance of the study and knowledge of the

This eight-week course, hosted by the Library in conjunction
with UCD Adult Education, focuses mainly on the poetry of
Yeats. The course consists of lectures, seminars and film
screenings. Tours of the exhibition are provided by staff from
the Library’s Education and Outreach Department. Classes
will take place in the Library’s Seminar Room every Tuesday
from 10am to 12.30pm. The next course begins on Tuesday
29 January and will run until Tuesday 18 March. To reserve a
place, telephone UCD Adult Education on 01-716 7123.

Adult Learners Festival 2008: 4 to 8 February 2008
This festival, co-ordinated by AONTAS, highlights both the
importance and the diversity of learning undertaken by adults
in a wide variety of settings. As part of the 2008 event we
are inviting adult education groups to visit the Library and
view the Yeats and the Strangers to Citizens exhibitions.
During the week of the Festival lunchtime tours of the Yeats
exhibition will take place on Tuesday and Thursday at 1.15pm
and on Wednesday at 5.30pm. To book a tour for your
group telephone: 01-603 0277/259. Websites: www.nli.ie and
http://www.adultlearnersfestival.com (or contact AONTAS on
01-406 8220)

February mid-term break children’s
workshops at the Library
Make a model theatre: Friday, 15 February 2008 11.30am to
1pm. Join us at the Library’s exhibition Yeats: the life and
works of William Butler Yeats and learn about WB Yeats and
the theatre. Make your own model theatre and characters to
bring home. Suitable for children aged 4-7 years. Admission
is free but places are limited. To reserve a place telephone
01-603 0277.

Coat of arms – family workshop: Wednesday, 13 February
2008 11.30am to 1pm.
Learn about the art of heraldry and design a coat of arms.
This workshop is suitable for children aged 7-14 years.
Admission is free but places are limited. To reserve a place
telephone 01-603 0277.
Comments and suggestions on NLI News should be addressed to
Brid O’Sullivan. Email: bosullivan@nli.ie

www.daracreative.ie
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